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Examining the Impacts of Habitat Fragmentation Along the Western Border of Yellowstone National Park

Background

Landscape Ecology combines the disciplines of geography and ecology to give a unique spatial approach, which allows extrapolation across scales.

Our area of study is located on the SW border of Yellowstone National Park and the adjacent National Forest. Different land management practices between the National Park and National Forest, in particular, deforestation in the National Forest, can affect the ecosystem in the greater Yellowstone area.

Deforestation is the cutting, clearing, and removal of forest, which causes a less diverse ecosystem. Our goal is to determine how deforestation affects core area, fractal dimension, and percent of landscape on the SW corner of the National Park/National Forest boundary, and therefore the greater Yellowstone ecosystem.

Common Landscape Ecology Terms:
- **Patch**: Surface area that differs from its surroundings in nature or appearance.
- **Edge**: Perimeter of a patch in which environmental conditions differ from the interior or core.
- **Fragstats**: a computer program designed to compute landscape metrics.

Methods

Landscape Metrics help us to quantify different landscapes so that we can better analyze and compare landscape patterns and processes. We chose three metrics to help us compare the deforested area of the National Forest with Yellowstone National Park. These metrics are as follows: Percent of Landscape, Core area, and Fractal Dimension.

**Rule of Landscape (%)LAND**
- By the class level, it measures the percent of the landscape that is covered by a particular class (Ex- % of Forest vs. % of Brush).
- Landscapes that are heavily deforested will have a lower percentage of forest.

**Core Area (CORE)**
- The area within a patch, beyond the specified edge distance or buffer width.
- Species usually have a preference for either core or edge area. Changing the areas, can potentially affect these species.

**Fractal Dimension (FRAC)**
- Measures shape complexity either at the patch, or landscape level.
- Shape complexity is usually simpler when there is a human influence.

Results

After using Fragstats, we found that the percent of forest vegetation in the National Forest decreased considerably due to deforestation.

Deforestation also impacted the total core area of the vegetation types. Patches of forest in the National Park contained more that double the amount of core area than the National Forest.

After performing the Fractal dimension metric, we were able to determine that on average the patches found in the National Forest were less complex.

Conclusion

After analyzing the data from our study area, it is clear to see that current land use practices in the National Forest have altered the ecosystem. Deforestation can have negative impacts on species that rely on large amounts of undisturbed, continuous habitat. Among those species at risk are the grizzly bear, American marten and the northern goshawk. Furthermore, an increase in edge habitat may attract species that thrive in an edge environment. Based on our results, land use practices in the National Forest should be reevaluated to consider its impacts on the greater Yellowstone ecosystem.